Voices of the Evolutionary HEART - April 2016
Voices of the evolutionary Ancient HEART - written by Sean Caulfield 10th April 2016, 1-Keme/Death = initiates transformation and rebirth
We as a collective consciousness are living in the WAKE OF TRUTH that
has come about through the completion of all 9 waves of evolution, this
has brought about a Revolution of Universal Consciousness. Hidden in
plain sight is a DIVINE consciousness that we see and feel and this is
activating dormant codes of DNA from "Within" us, this happens by an
understanding that the mind need to surrender to, because our ancient
Hearts intelligence trusts the processes we need to transcend our
limitations by. When reading this you may not understand everything
but do not let this concern you because your Hearts subconscious will
get it. As you evolve you are activating parts of yourself that have been
asleep since the beginnings of the First Songs that the Creator's
intentions dreamed into DIVINE Reality, we are the result of the
imagined dreams of our ancestors, and by opening our Heart and
surrendering to our truth we are in service to the Divine Plan that is
allowing for Earth to be the "Portal of Peace" of Our Sacred Universe.
Rise above that thought "Within" you that wants to go against your Will
and hold your Soul captive, consciously feed love to that which supports
your life's purpose to prosper in truth unto itself, because in this way
you will attract LOVE and inner peace. When we are conveniently
ignorant or unconscious we are allowing other programs of an inorganic
nature to run us, these are the very programs that are pulling us away
from Creations Divine purpose and destroying this world, please be
strong "Within" yourself and say no to the unconscious forgetful part of
yourselves that lures and pulls us into addictive natures that wants you
to do something that is against the principle of your hearts truth and the
sacred light it stands for, we realise that we are fooling ourselves and
destroying all around us when we give in to our truth that is distorted by
the minds trickery. The heart teaches us that the opposite of addiction is
humility and selflessness. We need to ask ourselves, what is the Driving
Force of our lives? What the ultimate driving force is is the intention of
the Source Creator of Great Mystery that creates through us by
impulsing us to exist through dualistic experiences that teach us through
our lessons... and by this we are in service to be the CONSCIOUSNESS

that is needed to master the duality of this 3rd dimension. Being in full
service means to be humbly selfless to any sacred cause and trust your
Heart over the minds avoidances to want to give. Do not please another
at the expense of your hearts truth, in this way you loose parts of
yourself and will feel weakened.
Everything that is true to CREATION'S Universal frequency is in tune with
the sacred cycles of evolutions Divine Time that can be understood in
the study of the sacred Mayan calendar that the Maya Day Keepers held
true to from the inception of the knowledge they were gifted through
the Universal LIGHT channel they recieved. Creation's Divine resonance
manifests the star we are born into that understands the frequency we
chose and that chose us. We are needing to be very clear about what
our intentions are because they shape everything we become. This is
why we must be conscious because our minds intentions must align to
our hearts frequency, our hearts frequency connects us to our truth and
opens us up to the destiny we chose.
The uprising IN OUR WORLD TODAY is aiding a full Universal Revolutions
against unethical practice, it is primarily because we have gone through
four 360 Tun cycles from the completion of the 9 Levels on 28 Oct 2011 you can go to this website for deeper studies
www.theuniversalfrequency.com. In fact we have just gone through the
180th half way point of the 360 Day Tun, this brought us into the west
direction of introspection from 5th April, a place on the Medicine Wheel
of the Grizzly Bear, confrontation and transformations.
It's everywhere, the purest and most sacred Light of Truth and it is
emanating from "Within" you and me and everything, we can not hide
from it, it is Creators Divine Will working to flow through everything,
humanity is the only consciousness that has FREE WILL on Earth, hence
by keeping its Heart closed it can try stop the will of Creations Purpose
but in so doing it will destroy itself. The will of Creations purpose is
complete to 13 divine resonances and this means it has permission to
transmute all discords that don't serve life to continue naturally. In this
understanding, if we are not true, we are going against that aspect of
ourselves that is not true to CREATION'S Universal Will. A certain
alignment of Divine Universal Creation is unconditionally allowing for all
that is not in tune with Being in Truth unto itself, to be transmuted. And
it can be seen why this is being allowed for in the UNDERSTANDINGS of

the cycles of DIVINE TIME. The 9th Wave's 18 day cycle is slowly but
surely bringing all into RIGHT RELATION. HENCE the deep subconscious
is awakening our collective thought patterns to live with a clear
conscience and by this we are being compelled to dissolve all that is not
true, from within us this is happening by the Will of the Divine Cosmic
Dragons of Love and Light that with permission align to the PRIMORDIAL
Heart of the Source/Creator that is activating all LIFE to have full recall of
its Universal MEMORY. By this all discords are being TRANSMUTED With
Love...
We have just completed a 13 Day wave yesterday and today 10th April
we start a new 13 day wave called DEATH, in Mayan language it is called
Keme, it brings things to transform and rebirth anew, so it will be
interesting to see how this processes all the worldly events to evolve
from 10 to 22 April 2016 which happens to complete another 9th Wave
18 day cycle that weaves together the last of a 234 days cycle of 13x18
days. We are thus in the 52nd Universal Night phase, held by 18 days of
13-Baatz/Monkey, completes to ascend, fruition, new seeds are given
stimulus to be planted and birth a new cycle, the aspect playfully
explores and weaves new dreams. We are completing the cycle of the
original intention of Cauac/RainStorm that started almost 234 day ago
from 2nd Sept 2015, this you might have felt has brought things to wash
away egos, purify and activated a renew enthusiasm by a strong
energetic feeling, this is also bringing fertility and new evolutionary
growth for correcting past discords.
For those who are birthing consciously clear we are becoming masters of
deflecting immature un-evolved reflection of ourselves, these are tests
to see if we are worthy ambassadors of Universal PEACE. It's as if we are
at the same time having to quicken with the pace that Creation is
evolving by, this pace is becoming almost to fast for us to handle, yet the
Divine's Plan is always in support of itself when in truth, hence we are
transmuting & transcending our LIGHT to live with the understandings of
full sacred maturity, this unfolds by a continuing acceleration that pulls
us into the sacred "Now" centre. We are moving through vortexes that
look like worm holes or birth canals, however it is all the processes of
giving birth to the ultimate Dreams of the infinite Source/Creator's
original PRIMORDIAL intentions, so as for Universal HARMONY &
BALANCE to resonate Peace from "Within" all HEARTS. We are meeting
our ONE HEART Multidimensional Family of the Universe. This is the

essence of the deepest of deep subconsciousness of ourselves that holds
the Primordial DREAM of the Cosmic Dragons that are waking up in the
WAKE of the 9 Waves completion and commanding that all
consciousness be in TRUTH through the understandings of CREATOR'S
LAWS. It's as if our new multidimensional alignments to Universal
Consciousness, that is all one web of inter connected MEMORY of
infinite Time, mirrored as life on Earth, is transcending the densest part
of the void of Great Mystery, we are going through portals of truth unto
ourselves, and by this experience we are learning what truths are
supported by the Source CREATOR'S continued existence as the Cosmic
Tree of Life. ALL WE NEED DO IS SURRENDER & ALLOW OUR CREATOR
TO LIVE THROUGH OUR OPEN HEART OF 100% TRUTH.
The 9th Wave is a culmination of all the cycles of time having arrived to
fruition, so as to become fully self aware through the human potential.
This understanding shows us to our deep subconscious becoming
conscious of itself and is in resonance to a synchronisation that connects
to the Universal Frequency of our HEART. The more we evolve the more
we are a-wakening to the wake of the 9th Wave that manifest as the
"One Heart Wave". So we can understand that we are living as the Wake
of the One Heart Wave from what the 9 levels of creations evolution
evolved all by. The wWake is the result of 13 intentions that resonate
through each of the 9 levels and from the bottom up, each level
condenses by 20 X, the Wake exists in pure sacred truth unto the
Creator's Self that was originally intended through our human
awareness. The Wake is the culmination of all the Divine Memory of
Universal TIME that is mirrored in our HEARTS intellegence.
Besides it being the mid point of this Tun, it is the start, from 5th April,
of another 18 day CYCLE. A Night phase that dreams and imagines the
new consciousness that is about to arrive in the next 18 day Universal
Day phase of the 53rd DAY and at the same time this Night phase we are
in now processes the new awareness, hence it is a time to deal with
unresolved issues. I am intending flawless LOVE through Expressions
that are the mother of all DIVINE ART and this creates SACRED life to
unfold in my mirror. We are being stimulated by the impulses of
CREATION. All the Infinite Universe is the Source Creator's DREAM. We
are the aspects of the Creator's Infinite Dream that holds the original
MEMORY. With an open Heart our Memory ignites our PURPOSE and we
feel worthy.

Our Memory lives in the Light that we are made of, this is not bound by
Space Time, it is not bound by Evolution, it is a Timeless field that
connects you to the most ancient future infinite beginnings and infinite
ends of the multidimensional Universe of Great Spirit, Being the Source
Creator of Great Mystery that exists through you and is Dreaming all of
our evolutions polarity and duality to be at one with each other. We
have had to move through and transcend this most dense physical
reality to reach the understandings that when we surrender to our truth,
all separations dissolve, and by this most Divine Universal Understanding
we will wilt all ego and live as ONE HEART of a humble Humanity, we will
do this by our Mind surrendering to our heart and remembering our
original MEMORY "Within" us, and as we hold ourselves true to the Will
of the Creators Crystal Seeds that we are and intend to resonate Earth as
a PORTAL OF UNIVERSAL PEACE through ourselves, we will feel feelings
of indescribable joy. All fear, anxiety and depressions will dissolve. Yet
we understand that this does not just happen, we have to lift ourselves
up and be willing to claim our truth, we have to sacrifice and work for
what we are due.
It is important to BE CLEAR in truth & know your intentions. Everything
in your life is attracted to you by the choice you make, hence your life
circumstance maps the mirror of your soul, so what you see as your ever
changing map of your life gives you the direction you are destined for,
through wisdom you learn to trust yourself in how to read your life's
map, hence it is important to BE CLEAR & have no doubt with what your
intention is because you can then fully trust yourself and be at peace by
walking true to yourself with the knowing that you are living in service to
the Divine Will of CREATION, by this understanding you are being
conscious of how best you want to master you destiny, and by being
fully aware you can then trust yourself with what intention you put out.
it is a circle that always returns on itself, the San Bushmen are my
biggest teachers with showing me myself, through how they treat life
with so much trust even though they have suffered at the hands of an
immature consciousness, they know that all is an aspect of themselves
that will catch up to them as the Creator allows for this, they know they
must allow and surrender and not spoil the situation, rather let it see
itself for what it is, this is the deepest trust that most Indigenous culture
live by. As the ONE HEART Wave of Consciousness we are sometimes not
surfing it and rather we are living in its "Lag in Time", this is that part of

our collective consciousness that is bound by flawed systems that are
held back by material imbalances.This is an immature consciousness that
needs to see itself for what it is and then by this, "change" to align itself
with the ONE HEART WAVE of truth.
The One Heart Wave is a culmination of the 9th Wave frequency that
emanates from "Within" our Light that we are Divinely made of. The
ONE HEART WAVE can only fully manifest in truth unto itself when it
reached the precipice of TIME being the top of the Pyramid of DIVINE
TIME that we have reached in 2011, but in order to be part of this most
Divine Wave of love and light we need to surrender to the lower levels
that we for the most part where born into, this place is where we lived
an immature existence and can still stay stuck in it. So the way to
transcend and ascend to high vibrations is to surrender to your truth and
most importantly this starts with pure selfless thoughts that are in
service to helping the collective consciousness.
The clarity to understand TIME is becoming ever brighter, this is
happening as we arrive to be in full truth with the infinite Universal
forces of Source/Creator/God. By the Will GODS Divine Cosmic-Forces of
Creations evolution, at PRESENT great change is arriving from "Within"
us, it may not seem good but it is ultimately changing this world for the
better. This is GODS unfolding Divine plan that the Will of wants to flow
through us, but our closed Hearts resistance is causing all our problems.
By closing out Heart we block our needed healing that will liberate our
Soul to live with Wholeness and Oneness, this then stops the prospect
for collective Peace.
Although we have gone through all 9 Levels of the Mayan pyramid of
Divine Time, everything is still completing to align to a resonance of
flawless Universal Truth, this is the truth of Creation that was originally
intended. The Cosmic-Forces of Creation are the 9 cycles of Divine Time
that can be understood in the study of the 9 Level Pyramid of Divine
Creation seen in the understandings of the SACRED Mayan calendar.
These unfolding multidimensional frequencies are the shifts of
consciousness that we feel resonating through us, they are what we see
as the Divinely ordered chaos that is bringing all in our world to live in
right relation and peacefulness with itself.
With the build up to the completion of the 9 WAVES of Divine Time to

fruition in 2011/12, this brought an exponential acceleration of
consciousness that we are all feeling the after effects of, this is the
WAKE. Life is very much different to what it was 7 to 10 years ago, our
awareness has been drastically stimulated to be hyper sensitive. So the
alchemy of Time has brought us to living a "lag in time" which in essence
means we are living behind where Divine creation already has reached,
so we are catching up with where Divine Creation already is, hence as
we arrive to live in the full presence of the Divine Universe, the distance
between the lag is getting smaller and smaller and attempting to spin us
out of our mind and into our Hearts Timeless Universal Frequency, this
brings us to align with the purest and highest Love for Creation, this love
is transmuting all that is not in right relation and the disharmony is being
amplified because of the resistance to the "CHANGE" that asks that we
stay true to ourselves and ground the LIGHT of our most sacred of
intentions. We are being asked to be respectful, forgiving, truthful,
humble and selfless, because then we are living with the understanding
of ONENESS, that knows that nothing is separate, and understands that
what you do to life, you do to yourself, this is the new consciousness
that we are waking up to. We are being willed to trust ourselves to
surrender to Creation that is stimulating all to resonate in right relation
with ONENESS, that allows for everything to dream as the One Heart
WAVE of CREATION, we could never fully do this until we transcended
the pyramid of Time, and only part of consciousness is doing this, only
when we reach that critical mass will we as a collective consciousness
transcend our limitations and call our collective soul to be whole and by
this resonate PEACE. The resistance will cause great confusions.
The 9 primordial Cosmic-Forces are called Bolon Yokte Ku and they are
in 100% alignment with and in full service to Creations original
intentions that are now living true to the Divine Agreements that are
emanating as the completed Pyramid of Divine Time of the Universe. We
are now living as the Crystal Seeds of potential for the "All Seeing Eye"
that lives at the precipice of TIME, this is where all 9 Waves of evolutions
growth have now converged to manifest the One Heart WAVE of truth
unto itself, and can see everything for what it is.
Hence the 9th Wave Frequency is the ONE HEART WAVE that emanates
from "Within" and understands that it's destiny is in its own hands, it
knows it has to gain the strength to reclaim its lost and scattered SOUL.

Although we might not be aware of how this reality exists, the
multidimensional frequencies of Divine Time are continually evolving
and shifting consciousness to resonate through us, this is the One Heart
9th Wave that manifests what we see as the Divinely ordered chaos that
is bringing all in our world to live in right relation with itself, from
"Within" us. In this way we are responsible for our DREAMING of the
landscapes of our individual and collective consciousness, that ultimately
the Creator has designed to live in Harmony and Peace with itself. Hence
we are created in the image of the Creator so as to serve the purpose of
living as Creation in Human form and we are by this subconsciously
intending ourselves to be part of the New Earth that is birthing NOW.
However, people think that all is manifesting randomness that is outside
of THEMSELVES, this is what the physical illusion traps us by. By this
unconscious understanding we are leading ourselves down a road of
despair that will always be caught in its linear never ending marry go
round of illusionary of struggle.
The human consciousness needs to wake up to the true reality that
understands the most Divine Truth, that we are collectively manifesting
everything in our world to be the way it is from "Within" our collective
psyche, hence we must wake up and change, so as to take responsibility
on a collective LEVEL. This sparks us to understand how important our
thoughts are, because this creates the weather patterns of our collective
consciousness. We can then predict our own weather by mastering our
duality from "Within".
As a collective consciousness we are rising up from the ashes of our
flaws, this is the biggest challenge that will manifest the greatest gifts as
we understand how to live with New Earth's flawless needs. We are
remembering the original Memory that designed us to be flawless. Our
inspired self realisation is dreaming our ultimate collective goal that is to
live as ONE HEART of Loves flawlessness. Be the Diamond star of Truth
that exists from "Within" you. And you will attract this. THIS IS
CREATORS LAW.

THANKS FOR READING AND PLEASE SHARE IF YOU FEEL TO... AHO...
www.theuniversalfrequency.com
With Love
Sean
www.seancaulfield.com
seanacaul@gmail.com
Art by Sean Caulfield, inspired by Petroglyphs rock engravings of North
America. in gratitude, AHO.
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